2000 ford contour problems

My car just hit 60, miles and still running strong. Have not had to put any money into it other
than routine maintenance. Gets pretty good gas mileage for a V6 with great power. Had some
problems with the dashboard for awhile but was able to glue it back on. It's not afraid to be
pushed around corners because of its great grip. Great car and power for the money that I paid.
I have had a good experience with this vehicle. Besides routine maintenance, the only problems
I have had with this car was the replacement of the fuel pump and a recall for the dashboard
cover warping in high heat. The fuel pump was under warranty and the dashboard replaced for
free. I do have a peculiar problem with my car only when it is below freezing and the engine is
cold- the airbox makes a funny resonant vibrating noise. My car has currently has miles on it
and will probably give me that much more I guess That said, I bought Homer in Feb. I've always
liked the decent acceleration from this tiny V He's always handled very well, and stops well, too.
Only once have I experienced his anti-lock brakes. I "locked" the pedal anyway, but Homer
didn't. I could NOT believe that he actually stopped short of hitting the car in front! After all
these years, he has not lost any compression, doesn't burn or leak oil, and the trans. I have had
to replace 2 neutral safety switches. Fuel mileage has been good for engine size. I'm keeping
Homer until replacement engine and running parts can no longer be found. Update August
Homer is old enough to vote now, so he's registered as an Independent. A rain leak into the
front passenger footwell is annoying, but hasn't rusted thru yet. This spring, a very tiny plant
grew next to the door for a few weeks. I named him Groot. Alas, Groot died from the summer
heat. Employer closed so Homer doesn't "go to work" anymore. I expect far fewer miles for the
rest of the year. Still love the old boy and will be sad to part with him when he dies. Been Never
had a car longer than 6 years before Homer. Licensed driver since August Wonder why I feel so
old. Still running well, but not driven very often. I'm now over 70, and most of my travels are
with the wife in her '06 Chevy HHR. All trips for both cars are now local. For long distance travel,
we rent something newer. Homer did pass his annual state inspection this month with no
problems. Okay, there is this One Thing. I've had probs with the driver side front window for
years. It always needs a helping hand to properly close when raised. Had the darned window
"fooled with" about 4 times, but no one seemed to get it right. Not worth spending any more
money on it, as I can get it to close when I need to. C'est la vie, c'est la guerre! This car has
been very problematic and I can't get rid of it. The condenser leaks. The exhaust manifold
gasket, timing cover gasket, valve cover gasket are all seeping or making noise. This car is the
embodiment of all things evil and horrible in the world. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Contour. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Kicking myself Items per page:. Write a
review See all Contours for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Contour. Sign Up. If no lights
coming on in the dashboard and no other electrical consumers work, the battery could be
completely dead or there is no connection between the battery and the vehicle electrical
system. Check if the battery terminals look tight. If the battery is completely dead, jump starting
might help. In this case, try turning the steering wheel left and right while gently jiggling the
ignition key â€” this might help to release the steering lock. Check the battery and the terminal
cable connections. If they look really corroded, you need to clean the battery posts and cable
connectors or replace the cables and try to start the engine. Also check the starter. The
solenoid attached to the top of the starter can fail, as well as the components inside. Replace
starter solenoid, starter contacts, starter assembly or repair starter circuit as required. Very
often this could be caused by a low battery or poor connection between the battery and starter.
There are many possible causes, but we know it is neither a battery nor a starter problem. Just
remember: a vehicle will always require air, fuel, and the ignition to operate. Check the fuel. If
the wrong amount of fuel is being injected into the combustion chamber, or being injected at
the wrong time, the engine will not start. Again, this will be a case where the engine cranks over,
but will not actually run. This could be caused by a few different parts including the fuel pump,
fuel filter, fuel injectors, and fuel lines. Some of those options are a stretch, but do have an
effect on the system. Start with the fuel injectors, and make sure they are clean. Check the
spark. Without spark to ignite the fuel mix in the combustion chamber, the engine will not start.
Spark issues are not limited to the plugs. Check the spark plug wires, the distributor or module,
and plug gap. These all have a huge effect on the function of the ignition system. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Advertising Download Car Mechanic Workshop from play store. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Download Car Mechanic Workshop from
play store. I drive hard, and went k before replacing the clutch. Other than a warped dash fixed
under warranty and a foghorn sound web showed me how to fix , I have had no real issues with
this car. It's still a very solid and reliable performer, and very fun to drive. Yeah, I get made fun
of a lot for driving a Contour, but every time I throw it into a turn or hear the exhaust note when I

gun it, I still grin although don't get into the SVT after test driving the new M3 and expect to still
feel impressed. Still a great buy if you ask me -- especially considering that you don't see
yourself coming and going everyday. This is truely a great "drivers" car, handles so well stock,
and it just has that certain look. It is a true sleeper too, hardly anyone knows what the SVT
Contour is, so it makes it that much more special. I bought my 00 svt after owning a 96 tour
seV6. Only problem with 96, wheel bearings, thats why I bought a 00 SVtour. It has been a great
experience. The paint silver quality is far better than expected, no chips on front end. Otherwise,
I always use synthetic oil, doesn't burn any. Goodrich KDW tires go quick at 23k, I like the
twisties. I will have this car a long time. The exhaust is exotic. The wheels are bend proof.
Emergency brake needs lubrication yearly. Not much for aftermarket stuff. Zero faults. This car
is fun to drive. I have autocrossed and taken it to a road course. The steering is awesome, the
torque build up is linear, same with the brakes, they don't surprise you by doing something you
did not expect or ask them to do, and they respond to your input quickly. The exhaust note
sounds great, even better when combined with a Cold Air intake. The car does have issues
though. I could not be happier with it. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Contour SVT. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the
Contour SVT. Sign Up. Home Ford Contour Engine Starter. Would appreciate your help. Do you.
Driveability problems may exist until computer systems have completed a relearn cycle. Before
testing starter, ensure transmission is in Park or Neutral. Disconnect negative battery cable.
Remove air cleaner. Remove upper starter mounting bolts. Raise and support vehicle.
Disconnect starter solenoid wire connections. Remove starter motor lower mounting bolt.
Remove starter motor. To install, reverse removal procedure. Ensure negative battery cable is
installed with starter mounting bolt. Tighten bolts to specification. Remove air cleaner and air
cleaner bracket. Remove starter support bracket. On manual transmission equipped models,
remove shift cable bracket and disconnect cable. On all models, remove fuel supply line from
support bracket. Remove starter bolts. Remove starter. Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Easy to follow guide describing how an automotive engine starter motor
works, this information pertains to most vehicles. Fuel Pump Wiring - Inertia Switch?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Turn signals wont work flashers wont work. But
high beams do I changed the switch and the three prong flasher on the handle and tried 4
different handles nothing works. Do you. Check the bulbs first to see if they work if you have
changed themulti function switch then it's probably the flasher check fuses in central junction
box first though. Was this answer. Look at the passenger fuse panel, the top row fifth from the
left is probably blown Was this answer. Excellent addition to this thread! Please feel free to help
out whenever you are on the site : Was this answer. I have a 98 ford Contour and im replacing
the flasher but I can not the flasher. How can I ifnd it Was this answer. It should be located right
on top or on the side. Interior problem Ford Contour 4 cyl Automatic miles My flasher will not
stop "clicking". My turn signal works fine but the audible click will not stop. I was told it could
either be electrical or the flasher itself. If it is electrical how do I repair it. How can I further
diagnose the problem. I would suggest first testing the relay. Remove it and follow our steps on
testing electrical relays found in our "how to" section. Every thing works make a noise like the
flashers are on when they are not and after a little while it send little smoke comes from the
device Was this answer. If the turn signal multifunction switch is smoking then you will need to
inspect the wiring to the switch and, most likely, replace the switch. On my Ford Contour my
flashers and directionals won't work after start up. After awhile they'll start working again. Any
ideas? Check both the ignition switch to make sure it isn't out of adjustment and check the
multi-function switch on the steering column. Can you help me? Flasher is located in front
seating area, located at turn and emergency warning indicator switch at steering column tube.
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Turn Signal Flasher Content. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! For pure road-going thrills in a well thought-out package, the
Contour makes for a fun car at a great price. There is nothing like a little sibling rivalry to shake
things up. The arrival of the Ford Focus has affected both the Escort and the Contour.
Effectively, the Focus will be slotted between the Escort and the Contour in terms of price. To
avoid having the Focus steal sales away from the Contour, Ford has taken the Contour upscale,
discontinuing the entry-level LX series from The 2. Whether these upgrades will help alleviate
the Contour's rental-fleet image, we're not quite sure. But we do know that when we've been
behind the wheel of a V6-equipped Contour, we've generally had a good time. The V6 is just one
part of an equation that makes this car such an excellent purchase for the shallow-pocketed
enthusiast. The real excitement of the Contour's driving experience is the result of the car's
excellent chassis, suspension and steering. Toss the Contour into a corner, and it's as easy to
catch as a softball thrown by a preschooler. Since its introduction, the Contour has won plenty

of awards and has received great press from automotive critics. In , Ford gave the Contour an
exterior freshening to make the car more distinctive in the crowded family-sedan marketplace.
The interior still receives some gripes, however. It lacks some of the refinement found in
competing cars and Ford has never been able to solve the lack of room for rear-seat
passengers. People less concerned about driving and more concerned about spaciousness
may want to investigate the Dodge Stratus and Chevrolet Malibu. They aren't as exciting as the
Contour, but they can hold people more comfortably. And if you're disappointed that the
Contour LX is no longer available, you need not worry-a quick hop to your local Mercury
dealership will net you a Mercury Mystique GS, which is effectively the same thing. My car just
hit 60, miles and still running strong. Have not had to put any money into it other than routine
maintenance. Gets pretty good gas mileage for a V6 with great power. Had some problems with
the dashboard for awhile but was able to glue it back on. It's not afraid to be pushed around
corners because of its great grip. Great car and power for the money that I paid. I have had a
good experience with this vehicle. Besides routine maintenance, the only problems I have had
with this car was the replacement of the fuel pump and a recall for the dashboard cover warping
in high heat. The fuel pump was under warranty and the dashboard replaced for free. I do have a
peculiar problem with my car only when it is below freezing and the engine is cold- the airbox
makes a funny resonant vibrating noise. My car has currently has miles on it and will probably
give me that much more I guess That said, I bought Homer in Feb. I've always liked the decent
acceleration from this tiny V He's always handled very well, and stops well, too. Only once have
I experienced his anti-lock brakes. I "locked" the pedal anyway, but Homer didn't. I could NOT
believe that he actually stopped short of hitting the car in front! After all these years, he has not
lost any compression, doesn't burn or leak oil, and the trans. I have had to replace 2 neutral
safety switches. Fuel mileage has been good for engine size. I'm keeping Homer until
replacement engine and running parts can no longer be found. Update August Homer is old
enough to vote now, so he's registered as an Independent. A rain leak into the front passenger
footwell is annoying, but hasn't rusted thru yet. This spring, a very tiny plant grew next to the
door for a few weeks. I named him Groot. Alas, Groot died from the summer heat. Employer
closed so Homer doesn't "go to work" anymore. I expect far fewer miles for the rest of the year.
Still love the old boy and will be sad to part with him when he dies. Been Never had a car longer
than 6 years before Homer. Licensed driver since August Wonder why I feel so old. Still running
well, but not driven very often. I'm now over 70, and most of my travels are with the wife in her
'06 Chevy HHR. All trips for both cars are now local. For long distance travel, we rent something
newer. Homer did pass his annual state inspection this month with no problems. Okay, there is
this One Thing. I've had probs with the driver side front window for years. It always needs a
helping hand to properly close when raised. Had the darned window "fooled with" about 4
times, but no one seemed to get it right. Not worth spending any more money on it, as I can get
it to close when I need to. C'est la vie, c'est la guerre! This car has been very problematic and I
can't get rid of it. The condenser leaks. The exhaust manifold gasket, timing cover gasket, valve
cover gasket are all seeping or making noise. Write a review. See all 44 reviews. Consumer
ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Contour and all its trim types. Overall,
Edmunds users rate the Contour 3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Contour. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Contour and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Contour
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford Contour. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price

paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford
Contour. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited room for rear
passengers, pedestrian interior. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review For pure road-going thrills in a well thought-out package, the Contour
makes for a fun car at a great price. New colors are offered and an emergency trunk-release
handle is standard. Sponsored cars related to the Contour. Most helpful consumer reviews 4.
The Edmunds experts tested the Contour both on the road and at the track. You probably care
about Ford Contour fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Contour gets an
EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 25 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Contour has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford Contour is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Contour. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the
reviews, and be sure to compare the Contour's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Contour is a good car.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Contour is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more.
If you're interested in the Ford Contour, the next question is, which Contour model is right for
you? What do people think of the Ford Contour? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Contour and all model years
in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford Contour? Which Ford
Contours are available in my area? Can't find a new Ford Contours you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Ford Contour? Check
out Ford lease specials. Sign Up. I just dislike the gas efficiency. The outer appearance is dated.
The seats are uncomfortable. The car is just slow. My car is very reliably and gets good mileage
per gallon. I've never had issues with the transmission and it drives very smooth. I bought it
used, with a lot of miles K since then I have had to replace the rear axle 5 times in two years the
antifreeze has leaked more times than I can count. The gas mileage is ok wish was more need
cheaper would help a lot other than that I'm pretty happy with it haven't had nothing else wrong
so far. The car is comfortable. My car gets great gas mileage. It also is very reliable and safe. It
has air-conditioning and power windows and locks. Tilt wheel and cup holders. I like that the car
has automatic doors and windows. I dislike the leaks in the trunk, and the body has areas that
are coming apart. I dislike the acceleration of the car. This car is pretty good because it has not
had any major problems since i got it, the cons of this car is that the seats are not comfy and
the car itself is pretty small inside. What I like about my car is that the vehicle has great gas
mileage. The most upsetting thing about the car is that it is a modest car without sirius radio or
much muscle in the engine. It is old but it has been reliable for us over the years. It has carried
me through two grand kids and three college gradation, it had not given me no major problems
as far as expensive repairs. I have traveled across the us in this car and still will make another
in this car. It's garbage. Worst car I have ever owned. Transmission blew at , miles. Replaced it
then miles later, my tie rod snapped. This car is really unreliable, sometimes it stops randomly
and no one can figure out what's wrong with it. The lights and radio also seem to flicker now
and then. It is really small so probably not suited for family. One perk about this car is that it
heats up, or cools you extremely quickly which is amazing considering the unpredictable
Kansas weather. It has pretty good gas mileage and is a good commuter car. I dislike that it is
old and has a very problem. I do not like how best up it looks. However, it gets me where I need
to go. I like how much gas it holds. I also like its speed. I hate the color of it. I also the hate the
interior. I fixed the car but the abs isn't working at all. The car shakes when I drive at 70 mph.
The rear brakes are going out and it's getting old. The only complaint I have is my car had a
transmission replacement early in my ownership. The value I purchased the vehicle for was a

bargain. It's expensive to fix it rusts easy. Abs is not working properly. Go 70 mph and up the
car shakes terribly. What I like about my car is the room in the back for my
2003 peterbilt 379 wiring diagram
2000 ford e150 fuse diagram
48 volt star golf cart wiring diagram
long legged boys. My dislike would have to be on the size of it. I like the 5 speed manual gear
shift. I like the sound of the engine. I don't like the gas mileage. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. SE Fleet. SE Sport. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating.
Lowest Rating. Christian S wrote on April 11, Moya M wrote on January 14, Angelique L wrote
on January 14, Norma D wrote on January 9, Rose B wrote on January 9, Cindy B wrote on
January 9, Jeremy C wrote on January 9, Helen F wrote on January 9, Tanner S wrote on
November 22, Victoria E wrote on November 22, Catt M wrote on October 23, Perry C wrote on
October 23, Jordan A wrote on October 23, Dustin A wrote on October 23, Robert A wrote on
October 23, Becky b wrote on October 23, John G wrote on October 23, Continue to Overview.

